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Tracklist:

1 - Reign of the Septims
2 - Through the Valleys

3 - Death Knell
4 - Harvest Dawn

5 - Wind from the Depths
6 - King and Country

7 - Fall of the Hammer
8 - Wings of Kynareth

9 - All's Well
10 - Tension

11 - March of the Marauders
12 - Watchmen's Ease
13 - Glory of Cyrodiil

14 - Defending the Gate
15 - Bloody Blades

16 - Minstrel's Lament
17 - Ancient Sorrow

18 - Auriel's Ascension
19 - Daedra in Flight
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20 - Unmarked Stone
21 - Bloodlust

22 - Sunrise of Flutes
23 - Churl's Revenge

24 - Deep Waters
25 - Dusk at the Market
26 - Peace at Akatosh
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Battle of Words is to a vocabulary test, what Quiplash is to Cards Against Humanity. That is, it's a game of solid skill and
knowledge, but with concomitant room for creativity and just generally ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥tting your way to victory. Quickthinking,
general knowledge, expansive vocabulary, and a good sense of humour are what's required to win this game, and even if you
barely fulfil any of the listed criteria, you're still going to have an amazingly fun and often hysterical time.

Be warned, however, that the game is low on population. 3-4 player games still make for great fun, however, so don't let that
deter you; especially if you have a friend tagging along.. *I play this offline so that's not the exact in-game time

So I saw this game when exploring the store and my first impression was "THIS IS SO EARTHBOUND!!!" and I bought it in a
doubt that it will be good.

But then my second impression after playing the game was "THIS IS REALLY A PIECE OF ROUGH GEM", I don't imagine a
game with this price would be this good. I love exploring the map and dungeons while looking for treasures. I love those portals
that leads to unknown places. Right now I just saved my first friend and there are 2 friends to go and lots of side quests to go.

PROS:
- It's 16 bit! So retro
- Day and night system
- Nice music
- Lots of quests
- Lots to explore
- Veggie Gardening

CONS:

- But well there are things that kinda annoy me until now, like the item numbers are stacked so it's kinda unreadable.
- Plain looking opening and menu
- A bit repetitive, leveling.

8.5 \/ 10 - Will verbally abused again by the police

Thank you for your hardwork developer-san!. this software is very easy to use and only minor issues have been seen,
those of witch were not the softwares fault.
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-the good
*allows for direct recording to MPEG
*can record sound as a seporate factor
*runs quietly in the background - apparently about 5fps drop

-the bad
*video files can easily be currupted, they do not save if the game freezes
*no identifycation of recording begining when the record key is pushed
~ so could go a while being unaware of recording status, not even a unique sound for begining

overall this software is great, however at £36, it is steap, id place it at £30 MAXIMUM,
unless ofcourse you really want recording sofftware

~any questions feel free to ask :). HOW DO I GET THE DAMN THING TO SHUT DOWN? WHEN I WANT TO SHUT
DOWN STEAM, IT WON'T LET ME, SAYS TO SHUT DOWN DRIVER BOOSTER 4 STEAM. I WOULD. BUT THERE IS
NO SWITCH OR BUTTON OR ANYTHING ANYWHERE TO INDICATE ANYTHING ABOUT HOW TO SHUT THE
MISERABLE PIECE OF CRAP TO TURN ......... THE ........... F !@##$$%%^^&** K ............ OFF...........!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. The
Dungeon does add another level of complexity to the game and is most enjoyable.

But...

The Dungeon also adds a preponderance of new bugs to the existing board so be warned as they are very significant.
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Could have been a simple but after all quite entertaining game. But my version doesn't work and I got no help from editor
despite of precise issue reporting.
Seems that many other user bot stuck at the same scene of the game yet no update.... Love the new faction, plays a bit different,
worth the 7$.. Good idea for game, but bad created.. There are a lot of bugs, so i refunded my money..

* 200 levels of Golf Solitaire (+1/-1)
* Lots of powerup and wildcard abilities to unlock
* Cute castle-building story using gems gained from levels
* Lots of bonus games to try out different variants of solitaire
* Decently challenging obstacles like locked/frozen cards

------

BIGGEST COMPLAINT:
* Challenge variance is HUGE between hands starting about midway through the levels. One hand will be easily beatable with
no abilities or wildcards, the next will require every single trick and a lucky deal. I understand that RNG means a deal could
make a hand problematic, but some levels are so cluttered with obstacles that it becomes a headache trying to navigate them.
* Game tends to stutter a lot when alt-tabbing between windows.
* Near-reliant on powerups to beat late-game levels - feels a bit cheat-y (though ymmv)

======

Super nice game - would put it second in Steam solitaire games after Faerie Solitaire.
Tons of levels and lots of replay, definitely worth regular price.. That game is so ♥♥♥♥ing cool!! I love that game! But the only
problem is: No one play this game, so all servers are not full!
this game is really epic i whuld play it more ife there where more players :,,((((
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